For athletic people who routinely train hard 4 to 6 days a week, carbs enhance performance and should be the foundation of each meal. The International Olympic Committee’s research-based recommendations for an optimal sports diet include far more carbs than you may realize.

Replacing grains with fruits and veggies?

If you have sworn off bagels for breakfast, here’s what you need to put in your fruit smoothie to replace the 60 grams of carbohydrates in a 300-calorie Dunkin’ Donuts-size bagel:

- 16 strawberries
- 1 cup blueberries
- 1 medium banana

= 300-calorie medium-sized bagel (3 1/2 - 4 in dia.)

Replacing a sandwich and pretzels?

Here’s how many veggies you need in your salad to replace the 62 g carbs from 2 slices (220 calories) wholesome bread and a 100-calorie bag of pretzels:

- 24 cherry tomatoes
- 2 whole 7" cucumbers
- 2 whole 8" carrots
- 2 large green peppers
- 5 cups mixed salad greens

= 2 slices of whole grain bread 100-calorie bag of pretzels

Replacing two cups of pasta?

You’d need to eat this many veggies to fully refuel your muscles and load them up for the next day’s workout:

- 3 cups cooked zucchini squash
- 1 large onion
- 2 cups cooked kale
- 8 broccoli spears

= 2 cups pasta

The bottom line

Wholesome grains have a helpful role in a sports diet. While fruits and veggies offer some carbs, you need to eat lots of them to compensate for lack of grains. Your efforts to eat healthfully might and up contributing to a sports diet that fails to support hard training. Please, fuel wisely!
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